
Co- Creating Your Brand

Benefits of Co-Creating Your Brand
What do you feel will be the biggest benefits of Co-creating your destination brand within your local community.

Step by Step Guide to the Brand Co-Creation: Six Steps to Success

Step 1

4.1 Shaping the Brand - Sprint

Identify Your Brand
Using the ideas you've filled out in the "Shaping The Brand Sprint" Mural, identify the key values, positioning and people
that are important to your brand.

Identify Key Strengths
Step 2

What are the Key strengths of your destination? How are they going to influence your brand?

Creating a visual Identity

Co- Creation #Goals !
What are your top 5 goals for the process of Co-Creating your Brand?

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Step 3
Now that you have a strong idea of your brand values and the things that make your destination unique, start thinking about how these things can be used within your
visual brand identity. What colours will you use? What shapes will make your brand memorable? Feel free to refer back to the "Brand Identity Wheel" Mural to help you out.

4.2 Brand identity wheel

Doodle Space!
Use this space to draw any visual ideas that you'd like to scribble down or figure out, from your logo, to typography-
even experiment with possible colour schemes!

Step 4

Who is around your Creative Table?

Now that you have a strong idea as to what you'd like your brand to look like, start identifying who you want
to be part of your creative team.

Stakeholders Design Team / Designers Local Community Local Artists Other People within your Organisation

Draw your creative team around your table. who are they? what part do they have to play?

Drawing around Your Creative Table

Step 5Bringing in Other People's Perspectives

Think about who else you may want to be part of your creative team? How can your local community
get involved with your co-creation process? Circle ideas below or add your own.

Designing a Creative Competition

Imagine you're designing a creative competition for the local community to get involved with
the co-creation process. What would be your rules, what would you want people to contribute to
the design? A good example of using competitions to get people involved in the co-creation design
process is this video from Brussels Airlines.

Will it be your idea on our 5th Belgian Icon? | Brussels Airlines

Want to make your mark in history? Submit your idea for our 5th Belgian Icon aircraft - http://bit.ly/2wAt1aX

Your Brief

Your Competition Rules

Who can Participate

Your Competition Guidelines

Designing Your Creative Brief

Step 6

Taking into consideration the work you've done on your brand so far, what creative brief would you create for
your creative team? List your ideas on the stickies below.

Putting Co-Creation into action... Resources and what's next?

What resocureces do you need to start the co-creation process? What permissions do you need to make
it happen? What are your next 5 Actionable Steps.

Resources needed:

Permissions needed:

Top 5 Actionable Steps:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.


